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NOTES FROM

THE EDITOR

DARYL

ROSENBLATT

Whatever type of woodworking you do, there is one sub-
section that seems to get little attention, but it’s an area
I consider among the most important: jig making. Gene

Kelly calls them fixtures, but it doesn’t matter what you call
them. To me, a jig is something you generally make yourself to
allow you do something safely, or quickly, or accurately, or
often. In most cases, all of the above. There are times when I’ve
had to make a jig to make a jig.

If anyone has actually followed my blogs (and thank you Jim
Macallum for taking the time to write in them) either at Blogspot
or FaceBook (which I won’t use anymore for this so all members
can look on), you will see that I couldn’t do some of the projects
I do without jigs. I’ve had members tell me that it’s too complex,
or too crazy, no way would they do that. But why not? If you can
do a setup that lets you do something a bit more accurately and,
even better, safely, then what is wrong with taking the time? 

Jigs take all forms, from a simple board with marks on it, to fair-
ly complex ones with all sorts of hardware. I had to build a pro-
tractor jig to be able to cut small pieces of veneer off a center of
an ellipse (making that is another jig, but I bought that one), to
be able to glue them down on an ogee edge (the hold down form
was another jig, made into a reverse shape of the ogee, with a rub-
ber sheet in between). Materials are whatever you think you
need. MDF, plywood, scrap wood, whatever it is you have, unless
it’s a really specialized piece. I am taking a class at the Marc
Adams School (making Michael Fortune’s no. 1 chair) which
includes a two day jig making class; this is because the chair needs
a three dimensional jig so all the curved parts can be held square
when making the mortises. I’ve seen the jig, and we in the class
all knew then and there that Michael is both brilliant and crazy,
because how could anyone come up with such a radical idea? It
makes sense though, once you’ve seen it in action. 

Take your time to make them accurate, be sure to LABEL them,
because you know you won’t remember what it is two years
from now. And take pictures of your using them as well, because
you won’t remember that either. So don’t think of jigmaking as
one of those, “Darn it, I have to waste time making this stupid
thing,” but consider it one of the important steps you need to
make good work.
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SECRET SOCIETY OF

WOODCARVERS

The June 27th Meeting of the SSOW special interest group was called to order ] at 7:15 pm.

Old Business
Treasury and membership reports were given

New Business
Our next main meeting will be held on Monday July 9th 2012  due to the 4th of July holiday.
Our next meeting will be a “Round Robin”  Mr. Roger Schroeder may do a presentation on   “relief carv-
ing”
The following changes have been approved to our Slate of Officers
Charlie New  President
Joe   New Vice President

Show and Tell
Steve   displayed his finished egg
Matt  Reardon – his  “troll queen” as well as  “Delmer” from the book Country Folk
Bob displayed several  of his completed  carvings
Charlie displayed his  “relief carving

DEBBIE NOVOMETZSKY
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THE GALLERY BOB SCHENDORF

Ihave a saying in my shop, well, actually many sayings. Little tidbits of philosophy that keep me off high
ledges. Some of which are expressed on signs hung on the wall, and some muttered under my breath, usu-
ally preceded by some , let’s just call it colorful language. 

The first one that comes to mind is a sign that hangs over the door in my shop and is really only visible as
you leave. “I’m so miserable without you it’s like having you here.” 
I found this one in a little shop in Sag Harbor one afternoon. Now Sag Harbor is more than an hour’s car
ride from our house, and I found the sign after making the drive with my wife and our young son. Not that
it wasn’t an enjoyable ride, but when we walked into that shop, and I saw the sign, I didn’t say a word , I just
picked it up , showed it to her and smiled. She didn’t reply she just rolled her eyes and reached for her wal-
let. To me, a twice married middle aged man, that’s love......and Cupid yawns.

The ironic thing is that over the years I have come to realize that the sign is not just pertinent to her. 

It also applies to several really good friends; guys who have been with me through thick and thin. Guys you
don’t have to ask twice when you need a favor. Big burly guys who practically wear cheer leading outfits
complete with Pom poms who are rooting for your success. Guys with a lot of advice, some of it actually
solicited, who don’t hesitate to give it either. Guys with great timing , who come just after you’ve given the
landlord a check and have begged him to hold onto it for a week, and proceed to tell you how you’ve built
your last project wrong , and how you didn’t charge enough. Guys who are not entirely wrong, but boy is
their timing off...Excuse me, that’s the phone. Never mind it’s just the electric company, I’ve got another
month till they actually turn my power off.

Many has been the time over the years that as one of these well intentioned friends was leaving for the rela-
tive safety of their home shop, I’ve called out; “hey Joe” and pointed to that sign, my tongue bleeding from
biting it. They stop look at it and chuckle, figuring that I was just zinging my wife. I fantasize that it hits
them when they are just about half way home.

The next is a homemade sign made out of the wormiest maple you’ve ever seen. It still has bark flitch along
the edges. I grabbed the board one day as I was tuning up my brand new twelve inch jointer. The board was
so cool looking I just couldn’t bring myself to throw it out. Even though I knew I could never use it in a
piece of furniture. I dug it so much , I just let it hang around, moving it on an almost daily basis , until one
day, after my tape measure lied to me again , it came to me.

I grabbed a paint brush, and some black paint, and with very little care scrawled; “fine woodwurk dun heer !”.
It makes me and most folks smile every time we read it. 

I figure if you take yourself too seriously, and don’t have a good laugh at your own expense once in a while,
well, well, you might just find yourself being talked off a high ledge some day!

Of course when it comes to sayings, one of my all time favorites is one I used to use with my subordinates
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in another life, but still find reason to dust off occasionally (perfect if you are the parent of a teenager); “
Don’t go away mad...just go away.”

Gosh I love the classics.  Sometimes, I still wonder why I am “twice married”.

The latest addition to my wall of wisdom says; “Shabby chic is for those who can’t finish” 
This is in response to all these do it yourself programs and online furniture makers and finishers as well as
some unscrupulous second hand dealers as well as at least one well known manufacturer. 

The story goes that one of my designers called me recently and told me she had two summer houses that need-
ed some pieces that she found painted. One was going to be “lightly distressed” and the other was getting a
nice paint job, and one of the pieces she found at an east end dealer was a beautiful six foot wide bow front
cabinet that had a horrible home owner paint job. And this was one of the pieces that was getting painted
nicely. I saw this piece and fell in love with it. What a sin that it was in such a state. The wigged maker who
built it with such care generations ago was surely still spinning in his grave. 

Although I hate sanding (and who doesn’t) and stripping , I got right to it. This crime needed to be addressed,
it couldn’t wait another day.  I brushed on some stripper that I’ve always had great success with, and some-
how it wasn’t working the way it usually does. Ok, bad batch. I grabbed my orbital sander figuring I didn’t
mind the extra work, God’s work needed to be done! I put on my safety glasses and fired up the sander. (I
recently started wearing prescription glasses, a fact that will become pertinent in a minute, stick with me) I
started sanding. “I’m coming beautiful cherry or mahogany! I’ll rescue you”. No doubt that the person who
took such pride in building this used some gorgeous wood, this was Christmas morning for me. The paint
was coming off like a dream, see karma does approve of what I am doing. I am a hero! “Look at that color,
it is cherry, no I think mahogany, I have to call the designer and convince her to at least do a natural top and
painted carcass. Look at that color! The grain will tell me what it is, those boards don’t want to be anony-
mous any more. I can’t believe how fine the grain is. Wait where is the grain? Get me my other glasses.
WHAT? MDF?” medium density fiberboard, paper fibers compressed under great pressure and mixed with
glue). The bloody cabinet was younger than I am! 

When I called the designer to give her an update, she told me the story. This reputable east end dealer had
this piece piled way in the back. The designer never got closer than six feet to it. I’m sure it was no coinci-
dence. And it gets better. I sanded through the green paint, I found a coat of gray. The piece probably came
distressed new, and this dealer either picked it up at a garage sale or found it on the curb and had one of his
coconuts repair and paint it. In fact we found a glue brush stuck to the bottom of the cabinet. This business
is a cesspool. 

Seriously? Are there that many people in that many homes who want their interiors to look like no one has
given a crap for over one hundred years?

I get fine reproductions, I understand distressed pieces in certain circumstances, but do that many people real-
ly want their home furnishings to look like they came out of the trailer park dumpster?

In my shop we do what I like to call an “aged finish.” I like it to look like it has been around a long time
and used, not like, who did it and ran.

We do a nice paint job, then yellow it a little for age, lightly sand the paint to show where “life happened”.
Maybe some glaze in the profiles or along the door stiles and rails to simulate a little dirt, grime and age, a
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nice flat or satin clear coat and BOOM, you’re done. Honestly, I have never heard a client complain that the
piece looked to good. I have had one or two tell me how they were expecting a really distressed look but were
much more happy seeing our finish.

Is there any way we can get all of these artists/musicians/designers/furniture makers/actors/housewives
interested in something else? No one can do it all. And no one can do it all really well. 

When a “tradesperson” tells me it’s going to be easy, I start to get nervous. I prefer to hear a job is going to
be straight forward. To me that means it should go well, but you just never know, and I can handle whatev-
er surprises might be lurking around the corner.

The last sign in my shop that I’d like to share is more of a credo; or words to live by.
I would get them tattooed on my body if I weren’t such a sissy. They were inspired by a woman I used to be
married to, and a situation that arose from no longer being married to her. I’d like to share them with you
because I’m sure in some way they apply to your life and personal story. I also find they apply sometimes
when you try to provide your best customer service. When the client says;” while you’re here” or “would
you mind?” or this classic; “since you have your tools out anyway....” . When you go an extra mile for an old
lady whose chair you fixed (even though you don’t do repairs anymore) so she can seat her entire family for
thanksgiving dinner, and of course you’ve charged her a price from 1962. The sign simply reads;

NO GOOD 
DEED GOES

UNPUNISHED!



The June 2012 turners meeting was held on 6/12 and led by President Steve Fulgoni. The AAW
Symposium was be held in San Jose this year on June 8-10. Many good turners gave seminars. The
attendance was light this year so the attendees had less issues with getting decent seats for the classes.

A major theme was safety this year as there were a few fatalities in the past year directly attributed to turn-
ing. One item we should all be aware of is that the stone dust from our grinders is extremely toxic! Make sure
you have a vacuum going and wear a mask so you don’t breathe any in!

Some other tips were to smile when you turn, it relaxes your body. Also don’t keep a “death grip” on your
tools. Relax and enjoy the turning and you’ll have better tool control.

Powermatic showed a new 24” lathe at the show. It seems very nice, but is also very expensive at $9000.00 all
tricked out. CBN grinding wheels were a big topic at the show. They replace traditional grinding wheels.
They never clog up, never need to be trued up, and last a very long time.

Next year’s symposium will be in Tampa, Fl.

Alan Lacer is confirmed for the October meeting Dix Hills club meeting. He will be in on that Sunday
(10/28) for an all day joint club meeting. The meeting will take place at Steve’s new shop. Details to follow.

The next club challenge for July will be  to “Make anything you want… it just has to be the best thing you’ve
ever made” So try something new or step up something you’ve done before. Have fun with it! It does have
to be a new turning though. Old items will not count.

We now have 26 people in the challenge. 4 more to go for the grand prize (A Henry Taylor toolset!) to be
available!

There was quite a few vases and other items brought in for show and tell tonight. To make things a little eas-
ier (for me) I will put out a pad on the display table. If you would like to have your name and what you made
mentioned in these notes, please write it down on the list. We are getting so many pieces in now, it’s almost
impossible to write it all down and get it correct. Thanks!

New members tonight were:

Ted Perry
Richie Catena

Tonight topic was “Finishing the bottom of bowls” given by Steve Fulgoni.

When turning a green bowl and you want it to dry before finish turning it. Keep the wall thickness at 1” for
every 10-12” diameter. That will help ensure even drying and lessen the chance for cracks.

Before you remove the bowl for drying make sure you mark the center of the tenon with your tail stock so
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TURNER’S GUILD MIKE JOSIAH
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you have a center point when its dry.

One of the easier ways to re-chuck a bowl is to use Cole jaws. Place the bowl on the chuck, align the center
mark with the tail stock and tighten the jaws. Make sure you keep the speed at about 600rpm with this style
jaws!

Keep the tail stock in place and round off the tenon and the bottom of the bowl. Make sure the size of the
tenon will fit your normal chuck jaws.

If your Cole jaws have milled slots, you can make your own doughnuts to hold the bowl in place. This is
especially helpful if the bowl is out of round.

Watch out for the bolts though!

Use a push cut to get most of the bowl finished (Bottom to about 2/3 of the bowl). The top has to be done
later was the jaws are in the way.

Reverse the bowl in normal jaws and finish the inside. If your using a friction finish, apply it now (on the
inside). Also re-turn the outside as much as you can.

To fully finish the outside, create a jam chuck for the bowl, insert the bowl and finish turn . If available you
can also use a vacuum chuck for this. In either case keep the tailstock engaged for as long as possible.

Jean Piotowski brought in some handouts of information she found on the Woodturners catalog web site
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(Craft Supplies). They were on toxic woods, and also storing and turning green wood. If you missed them,
you can get them atwww.woodturnerscatalog.com click on the RESOURCE CENTER link on the bottom
right of the home page. There are quite a few interesting articles there

See you next month!
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TOYS FOR TOTS CORNER MATT STERN

Ahh, the signs of summer are here! The flowers are blooming, it’s getting warm, the days are getting longer,
and what do you think I’m thinking of right now? Our December deadline for Toys for Tots!

OK;  you already know I’m crazy so this should come as no surprise. The fact of the matter is, we need your
help. We’re way behind in our production and likely won’t make our quota for toys. You can help,  can’t
you?

For example, could you spend an hour or two making some simple toys? Once you set up for production, it
takes very little time to make a large number of toys. Or, could you set up your shop and  over a period of
several weeks, each time you have 15 minutes or so to spare, squeeze in a little production time?

Whatever you can do will be appreciated. We’re trying to do what we can for the kids of Suffolk County
who won’t have any toys this holiday season.

Please let me know what you can do – every little bit helps. You can reach me at
mstern@comprehensive.com. I thank you, the Marines thank you, and the kids thank you.

PS – in addition to making toys by yourself, we also generally have a group “production run” about once per
month. You’re welcome to join us for that, too. Please let me know if you’re interested and I’ll add you to
the email distribution list. The next run will be on Saturday July 14th.
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LISA                                                                                 JEAN PIOTROWSKI

T
he Scroll Saw Club met on Thursday, June 21st.  The meeting was called to order by Rolf at approxi-

mately 7:15 pm.  Iris gave the Treasurer’s Report – there are 35 paid members to date.

New Business – The Long Island Woodworkers July meeting will be on July 9th and it will be a Round Robin.

Rolf requested volunteers from the group to represent the scrollers.

Steve Blakely suggested the Scrollers do a Chapter Challenge, similar to what the Turners have been doing.  It

is a good way to get members motivated to get in the shop and bring something to present for Show & Tell.

The general opinion among the members was that this is a good idea.  The challenge for the August Meeting is

a holiday ornament.  All members who wish to participate should cut an ornament and bring it to the meeting.

Each time you participate, you will be entered in a drawing for a prize which has yet to be determined.  Once

again, Ed P. has volunteered to track the entries.

If your looking for inspiration, the Holiday Issue of Scroll Saw Woodwork and Crafts features some very nice

patterns – several that were cut by Rolf and are featured in the magazine.

Show & Tell – 

The Reardons have once again been busy and brought in some beautiful pieces.  Tim made a Poplar Box, fin-

ished with Bush Oil.  Matt scrolled a box as well.  Barbara cut a Steve Goode design used to wrap headphone

wires to keep them from tangling.  She also cut out and painted a troll.

Iris, in keeping with the theme of the meeting, brought in an Intarsia Flower Plaque.

Joe P. cut a door knob hanger for his little princess granddaughter.

Alain completed his Scherenschnitte pictures in black and white.
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Tonight’s presentation, by Rolf, is on Intarsia.  He is a very skilled Intarsia Artist and he has shared his exper-

tise with us.  Rolf talked about patterns and wood selection.

Next months meeting will cover shaping and gluing.
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Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256

L.I.  School of Classical  Woodcarving & Woodworking Schedule for 2007 visit;
http:// homepage.mac.com/walterc530/

T h e  M a r k e t p l a c e


